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Abstract: We highlight herding of investors as one major risk factor that is typically ignored in
statistical approaches to portfolio modelling and risk management. Our survey focuses on smart-beta
investing where such methods and investor herding seem particularly relevant but its negative effects
have not yet come to the fore. We point out promising and novel approaches of modelling herding
risk which merit empirical analysis. This financial economists’ perspective supplements the vast
statistical exploration of implementing factor strategies.
Keywords: herding; factor investing; risk
JEL Classification: G12; G14; G40

1. Introduction
Factor-investing is the latest craze among asset managers. As most elegantly put by Bender et al.
(2013, p. 2), a factor is “any characteristic relating a group of securities that is important in explaining
their return and risk.”
Investing according to factors, or “smart-beta” investing, began with Fama and French’s (1992,
1993) Nobel-prize winning observation that a substantial proportion of equity returns can be explained
by just three factors. As these and other factors yielding excess returns were discovered and gained
significant academic attention, their use became adopted by financial managers, who promoted
products such as the now popular smart-beta Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs). Practitioners claim that
proper use of smart-beta tilts can provide around double the Sharpe ratio of a standard market-value
weighted portfolio (Amenc et al. 2014). Famous hedge funds such as AQR Capital Management and
Dimensional Fund Advisors are leading proponents of factor investing. The factor-investment industry
has seen dramatic annual growth rates of 30% in the assets under management (AUM) in the past five
years and at present manages more than $1 trn according to the Economist (2017, 2018). A Financial
Times Stock Exchange (FTSE) report ( Russell 2018, p. 6) finds that the percentage of investors explicitly
using smart-beta strategies nearly doubled between 2015 and 2017. There is also a proliferation of
factors used in such strategies. Wiggins (2018) reports there are now more than 300 different factors
with about 40 factors being introduced annually. Cochrane (2011) famously referred to this as a
“factor zoo”.
As fund managers continuously attempt to outperform other funds, their factor strategies become
more complex as well as controversial. This occurred firstly with the implementation of multi-factor
strategies, which become more complex as there are meaningful correlations between variables.
For example, Asness et al. (2013) mention the significant effects of this to Sharpe ratios ( Sharpe 1964,
1994). More recently, the debate is with regards to dynamic multi-factor strategies, where the factor
weights are continually adjusted. Sundstrom (2018) defends its use by praising its ability to adjust
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throughout the business cycle, however the selectivity of the asset allocations hints that the investment
style lean further towards active and away from passive.
The current paper aims to draw the attention of researchers and practitioners concerned with
portfolio modelling and risk management to the potential risks emanating from investors herding into
factor-strategies. We stress that this is a financial economists’ perspective which contrasts with the
vast statistical exploration of implementing factor strategies. For example, Allen and McAleer (2018)
provided a comprehensive overview of the “Choosing factors” paper by Fama and French (2018).
Despite the detailed statistical insights, the paper, along with many others which concern factors, does
not mention risks of herding in popular strategies.
In this paper, we highlight a number of formal frameworks in which herding risk can be modelled
as the risk emanating from changes in investor expectations, sluggish price movements or large and
sudden cash flows. All of these are mostly unexplored, face difficulties in estimation, and are put
forward as open problems for empiricists.
Financial history is littered with fashion turned to bust. (In)famous examples are the 1978
crash following herding in portfolio insurance, the dot-com bubble in 2000 and the more recent 2008
sub-prime lending crisis, all examples of crashes preceded by investors crowding in the financial
markets ( Chincarini 2012, pp. 2–3). In our view, factors are at present a fashion (with innovation
and creation of factors for the sake of generating business) and the lack of reflection that herding in
innovative products is often followed by a downfall.
2. Herding in Financial Markets
Bikhchandani and Sharma’s (2000, p. 4) review defines herd behaviour as: “an obvious
intent by investors to copy the behaviour of other investors”. It can be viewed as a rational
( Devenow and Welch 1996) or irrational ( Welch 2000) bias that investors unwittingly succumb to.
Herd behaviour is well documented in financial economics; for example, Wermers (1999) found
herding behaviour from mutual funds, especially in certain categories of equity such as smaller firms
and growth firms; Graham (1999) and De Bondt and Forbes (1999) found empirical evidence that
financial analysts herd, with excessive agreement in their forecasting; and Roider and Voskort (2016)
found evidence of investor herding in a laboratory experiment where reputational incentives arise.
2.1. Risks of Herding
In a seminal model of rational herding ( Banerjee 1992), a decision maker considers the behaviour
of previous decision makers who may have important information; this theoretical framework finds
that the behaviour of optimising agents is, in fact, to herd. This implies that if, for example, specialised
institutions know that factors yield significant premia, then retail investors may follow their choices
and herd in smart-beta products.
Using game theoretic principles, Caginalp et al. (2001) asserted that for the trading price to reflect
fundamental value agents rely not only on their own optimisation, but on that of others. Once an
overvaluation is observed, agents will have less certainty about the optimisation processes of other
agents and may build on the trend, conditional on having enough cash. Once the excess cash and the
upwards trend dissipates, the bubble can collapse in an abrupt and unpredictable manner.
Computational models have also been applied to determine the outcomes of herding behaviour.
Duffy (2006) surveyed these types of models, which can involve reinforcement where higher yielding
assets are purchased in larger quantity, whereas the reverse applies for poorly performing assets.
Alternatively, belief-based learning models allow agents to form expectations about the strategies of
other players in the market and then form their own strategy. The models can range from very
unsophisticated expectation formation to perfect rationality.
Applying a model of agents with near zero intelligence, Duffy and Ünver (2006) found that this
can stimulate asset price bubbles and crashes. Their results also match some features of experimental
data from laboratory experiments, reinforcing the model’s relevance to reality.
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Experimental evidence from Smith et al. (1988) finds that assets whose previous dividend payoffs
were known would, on significant occasion, have their price inflated above fundamental value and
then crash. This result held when the test subjects were experienced traders, although with a lower
frequency. When the subjects participated repeatedly in the test, their deviations from intrinsic value
became less pronounced as they learnt from the feedback. The test demonstrates that significant
bubbles may emerge, even with experienced traders, if it is difficult to learn from feedback as is the
case with new and evolving strategies.
In another experiment, Sgroi (2003) allowed for individuals’ decisions to be endogenous, allowing
them to take actions when they choose to, rather than forcing sequential decisions. This provides
a more realistic experimental framework. Nevertheless, the choices of the first players alone were
enough to convince others to herd, despite the option to wait and gather further information.
The literature clearly describes the risks that arise from herding in assets, whether it be return
reduction or, more remarkably, asset price bubbles and resulting crashes. These kinds of situations are
famous in financial history as the herding was not realised until it was too late.
2.2. History of Herding
In the 1987 financial bubble, which escalated far enough to crash suddenly, Norris (2012) reported
that the Dow Jones index “lost 23% of its value”. Portfolio insurance is often blamed, with the claim
that it gave investors confidence that, if prices were exorbitant, they could exercise their insurance
with minimal consequences. If stock prices fell, the institutions’ computers would automatically sell
futures of the market index, hence offsetting the loss of market decline. This dynamic hedging process
was discussed in detail by Ho et al. (2013). Knowing that the insurance was available to them, large
institutions watched market prices soar without considering the potential consequences of a large
price drop.
What was seemingly not accounted for was that not all investors could simultaneously benefit
from trading around a common market risk ( Leland 1980, p. 581). To exercise the insurance and sell
the futures, another investor must take the other side of the trade. Once stock prices began falling, a
significant number of institutions began selling the futures. To sell such a large quantity of futures,
their prices had to be driven down. Those buying futures also sold the underlying index to hedge their
position, driving down prices further and causing further sales of the future contracts; this eventually
resulted in the crash.
Whilst portfolio insurance should theoretically provide investors with further methods of
optimising their trading strategy, rather than causing a crisis, Shiller (1988, p. 291) discussed “portfolio
insurance as a fad”. As this technological advancement itself should not have been sufficient to
cause the stock market crash, Shiller discussed overconfident institutional investors, hinting at
the acknowledgement of an overpriced market, contributed to by herding in portfolio insurance.
A different model was proposed by Jacklin et al. (1992), where the market underestimates the amount
of dynamic hedging being utilised, where in fact it is a fad, allowing asset prices to rise. It is only once
the market realises the amount of herding in portfolio insurance that it reevaluates its asset pricing
relative to fundamentals.
Another event of relevance to present-day smart-beta investing is the 2007 “quant meltdown”,
as discussed by Rennison and Wigglesworth (2017), whereby the renowned quantitative investment
strategies failed, resulting in a financial crash. Whilst the use of these systematic strategies provides
several benefits and opportunities, such as return enhancement and risk management, the applications
of quant investing by large institutions was highly backed with leverage. There are debates on the exact
root of the quant crisis, however there is some consensus that the combination of extreme leverage and
crowding in the same trades led to it.
Whilst smart-beta funds are a quantitatively based method of generating returns, the methods
are now much more diverse than a decade ago, with a plethora of alternative risk premia spanning
asset classes and financial tools such as leverage, short-selling and derivatives and based around both,
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or either, return enhancement and risk management. This should reduce the risk of herding in the
same strategies. However, in terms of implementation, it is likely for several large funds to be based
around the same traditional factors, using less complex financial tools. In this case, there is a distinct
possibility that these trades are, or will become, overly crowded.
This prospect was mentioned by Brightman (2011, p. 1) who argued that the quant meltdown
“deserves more attention by today’s investors”, than the 2008 financial crisis, as it uncovers the risks
that quantitative strategies entail. Relevant to today’s fashion in smart-beta products, Brightman
(2011, p. 2) claimed that “early success and clever marketing attracts large flows into the funds, which,
in turn, drives the prices of securities held by these funds to unsustainable extremes”.
Despite the striking similarities of herding in financial history with present-day smart-beta
investing, the topic is often bypassed by those analysing the statistical properties of the investment
style. The purpose of this paper is to highlight herding as a risk factor which ought to be considered
and further investigated by financial economists and mathematicians.
3. Smart-Beta Strategies
Asset allocations based on factor strategies, most notably smart-beta Exchange Traded Funds
(ETFs), are marketed as a combination of both active and passive management. Fund managers
advertise their products as having the benefits of active strategies with the lower costs of passive index
buying. ETFs have traditionally been a popular vehicle for passive investment, tracking an index and
traded on a stock-exchange, with significantly lower management costs and more liquidity than active
management ( Foucher and Gray 2014).
Active fund managers attempt to outperform the market for which they charge a higher fee.
French (2008) concluded that the typical investor, under some assumptions, would be better off by
switching to a passive portfolio. Furthermore, examining rising fees charged for active management,
Malkiel (2013, p. 108) concluded that, “it is hard to think of any other service that is priced at such a
high proportion of value”.
3.1. Foundations of Factor Investing
The Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) theory of linear market returns has significant
documentation of anomalies. Early evidence can go back to Basu (1977), who found that portfolios
with low P/E ratios earned higher returns than those with higher ratios, on both a risk-adjusted
and absolute basis. The now famous size effect, where risk-adjusted returns on small stocks were
higher than those on large stocks, was first reported by Banz (1981). Reinganum (1981) showed that
the outperformance related to both the P/E ratio and size was not only short-term, but persisting
over six months. The book-to-market, or “value”, factor has also been well established ( Rosenberg
et al. 1985), whereby the investor buys stocks with a high book-value to market-value ratio and
sells stocks with a low ratio. The momentum strategy, buying stocks with recent high returns and
selling those with low returns, was found to yield significant excess returns by Jegadeesh and Titman
(1993). DeBondt and Thaler (1985) found a similar effect in timeseries: portfolios of prior “losers”
tend to outperform prior “winners”. The phenomenon is not short-term, as it is after thirty-six months
that losing stocks earn significantly more than winners. These findings led to the first influential
extension of the three-factor model by Carhart (1997), who added the short-term momentum effect as
a fourth variable.
Seasonal anomalies are also examined. Thaler (1987b) found that stocks earned significantly
higher returns in January than in other months. Thaler (1987a) found “Weekend, Holiday, Turn of the
Month, and Intraday Effects”. Thaler put forward several behavioural explanations for seasonality,
such as the timings of both good and bad news being announced. He also wrote that most proposed
explanations have been tested and rejected.
The seminal work of Fama and French (1993) identified five common risk factors that explain
returns on both stocks and bonds. Making up the famous three-factor model, the stock factors are
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market risk, size and book-to-market value, whereas factors related to bond returns are default risk
and a factor related to maturity. Doskov et al. (2016) found evidence, however, that aggregate risks in
the macroeconomy, such as growth and volatility, not only have significant explanatory power but
also dominate the size and value factors.
3.2. The Factor Zoo
As multifactor explanations of asset returns were further investigated in academia,
Cochrane (2011) famously proclaimed that we now “have a zoo of new factors”. One of the newly
discovered factors was investment. Titman et al. (2004) found that firms which engaged in significant
capital investment expenditures would experience lower stock returns for the next five years.
Novy-Marx (2013) found that profitability, the ratio of gross profits to assets, was as good at explaining
cross-sectional stock returns as the value factor. This strategy essentially buys productive stocks and
sells unproductive stocks.
One of the latest asset pricing models is the Fama and French (2015) five-factor model,
an extension of the three-factor model ( Fama and French 1996). The extended model now includes
an operating profitability factor; stocks with robust profitability minus those with weak profitability.
The final factor is investment; stocks with conservative investment minus aggressive investment stocks.
An important result of Fama and French (2015, p. 10) is that the “five-factor model outperforms
the Fama and French three-factor model on all metrics and it generally outperforms other models”.
It was estimated to explain 71–94% of cross-sectional expected returns variation for the portfolios
examined. Despite this, the authors observed that the value factor was made redundant in this new
model, with its explanatory power being captured by the other variables.
Factor investing has become so widespread that Johnson et al. (2016, p. 3) reported that, “as of
31 December 2015, there were 950 such products that seek to either improve return or alter risk relative
to more-traditional market benchmarks”. The number of smart-beta products today is even higher.
3.3. Implementation
While we are concerned with conscious smart-beta strategies, it is important to point out that
unconscious factor investing is possible. An early example of exposure to systematic factors is
illustrated by examining one of the largest institutional investors globally, Norway’s government
pension fund Norges Bank Investment Management (NBIM) with about $1 trillion under management
in 2019. An analysis of the fund’s returns by Ang et al. (2009, p. 16) found that a significant part of the
active return was “linked to a number of well-recognized systematic factors”. In fact, when looking
at the factor exposure of active returns, for both fixed-income assets and equity, about 70% of those
returns were explained by 10 commonly known factors. Following these reports, NBIM took a more
conscientious approach to factors in their investments ( NBIM 2009).
Robeco (2018), an international asset management firm with EUR 165 billion AUM, EUR 55 billion
based on Quant models, provides a “Guide to factor investing in equity markets”, describing a
spectrum of smart-beta strategies, from low managerial discretion to high. A low discretion investment
could be a single factor ETF, whereas a high discretion investment could be bespoke to the investors
preferences. Objectives can include both return enhancement and risk reduction. The different
objectives factor investing can take is reflected in the array of smart-beta ETFs available for purchase.
For example, they vary in asset class, with some utilising fixed income and others currencies. There is
also geographic variation, using emerging markets for example.
Many details of implementation are fiercely debated amongst practitioners, such as factor timing
(see, for example, Robeco (2017), Asness (2016), and Arnott et al. (2016)). Another implementation
challenge is multifactor allocations, for which Asness et al. (2015, p. 45) found evidence that, with value,
momentum, carry and defensive strategies, “combining all four style premia into one portfolio
effectively doubles the maximum Sharpe ratio obtainable from any single-style strategy”.
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4. Risk in Smart-Beta Portfolios
There is a plethora of work detailing statistical insights on smart-beta strategies (for example,
Allen and McAleer (2018)). This section describes the implications of herding, promising models of
herding risk and data snooping in smart-beta.
4.1. Evidence of Smart-Beta Herding
An explanation of why herd behaviour might be prevalent in smart-beta funds is the (ir)rationality
of managers to follow other managers’ decisions. Scharfstein and Stein (1990) discussed how
reputational concern could incentivise ignoring private information; if they are wrong it is easily
justifiable, as the others were wrong also. Scharfstein and Stein (1990, p. 466) called this the “sharing
the blame effect”. Similarly, Zwiebel (1995) found there are disincentives to use innovations which
dominate the industry norm. In fact, it may now be the case that not utilising factor tilts situate
managers outside of the norm. There is importance in the reputations of innovators ( Katz and Shapiro
1985). Weaker reputation firms favour product compatibility with the high reputation ones. Market
leaders being followed in their innovations can be related to big funds’ use of factor strategies (such as
NBIM discussed above) with smaller funds jumping on the bandwagon. This is especially likely as the
early literature on smart-beta was overwhelmingly positive.
Taking a less rational approach to herding, early experimental tests about group thinking
( Asch 1955) found that test subjects were highly suggestible to the answer of the majority. Lone
managers may not want to disagree with the larger group, potentially on the belief that the group
must be correct or that they do not want to be viewed as managers who are failing to utilise the
best practice. Asness (2015) mentioned that one risk of smart-beta investing when strategies are well
known, as is the case for many traditional factors, is that they may be especially “painful” to the
investor in bad times. In bad times, for example, all investors can move cash to reduce this factor
bet. The shifting of such a large volume of cash is strikingly similar to our previous example of the
Quant crisis. When investors move cash flows synonymously the high volume of trade can in itself be
thought of as a risk factor; the risk that in bad times there is a crash on a factor strategy. Asness (2015,
p. 2), in fact, compared the “pain” in bad times to be something as bad as career ending.
We provide a formal framework which includes the flow risk of herding in smart-beta, however
what this paper highlights is the lack of empirical work in measuring this herding risk. We suggest
further empirical research in estimating this.
4.2. Promising Modelling Approaches
Herding as extreme capital movements. Herding in the overall market, investment strategies or
specific products can be interpreted as extreme flows of capital. Asness (2015) put forward this view
in his narrative of how alpha (excess returns due to investor skill) turns into beta (a risk premium
that everyone can reap). The increased volatility due to the possibility of extreme flows of capital,
in particular the drawdown, should be a risk factor and thus priced in an efficient market.
Empirical analysis could start from Carhart’s (1997) four-factor model
Ri − R f = αi + β( R M − R f ) + bs SMB + bv HML + bm U MD + ei

(1)

and add a risk factor related to capital flows. Such a factor would have to measure the correlation of a
specific strategy i’s capital flows and variations in the total market capitalisation.
Several issues in estimating this risk seem to be relevant. First, one should expect an asymmetry
between the pattern of outflows and inflows of capital. Just as for the overall stock market, downturns
tend to be more rapid than upturns (for example, see Terrones et al. (2011) and Graham (2006, p. 69)),
which are particularly pronounced for specialised firms ( Opler and Titman 1994). When focusing on a
particular investment strategy, one has to disentangle its capital flow and the overall flow in or out of
the market. More poetically, one has to account for the old adage “the tide raises all boats”. Second,
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extreme flows are rare events. It is unlikely that flows on most days are distinguishable from noise
and thus constitute diversifiable risk, which is not rewarded with a risk premium. Perhaps lessons
from catastrophe insurance (see Michel-Kerjan (2010)) can be useful to define a suitable factor for the
model in Equation (1). Third, the relation between capital flows and the existing risk factors needs to
be assessed. For instance, a momentum strategy reaping the U MD premium should suffer from larger
inflows as it bids up prices on the long leg and depresses those on the short leg, and the reverse for
outflows. However, outflows are highly dependent on past performance (reference here), which creates
another estimation problem in properly disentangling dependent and independent variables.
Herding as toxicity. Research on the toxicity of order flows by Easley et al. (1996) might hold useful
lessons for empirical research on risk premium due to herding. Their research considers the pricing
behaviour of market makers in response to imbalances in the flow of buy and sell market orders and
to changes in the frequency of order arrival.
In this type of model, traders may have information on future stock prices (news) but market
makers, who set bid and ask prices and offer liquidity, have not. In an efficient market, the price of a
stock at time t is given by
E[Si | t] = Pno news (t)Si∗ + Pbad news (t)Si + Pgood news (t)Si
where bad news means the next period’s stock price will be lower than today (Si ) and good news the
opposite (Si ). The value Si∗ = δSi + (1 − δ)Si is the value of the stock before any trading. The market
maker also has ex ante beliefs P· on the probability of future outcomes. These beliefs will change in
response to the observed order flow. If market-making is perfectly competitive, then bid and ask prices
are set such that market makers’ profits are zero:
Bid(t) = E[Si | t] −

Ask(t) = E[Si | t] +

µPbad news (t)
( E [ Si | t ] − S i )
e + µPbad news (t)
µPgood news (t)
e + µPgood news (t)

S i − E [ Si | t ]



where µ is probability that an informed trader arrives and e is probability that an uninformed order
arrives. Often in the literature the latter are called noise traders or liquidity traders, i.e., their trade
does not contain information but occurs for exogenous reasons. Calibrating these models is a tricky
exercise. However, the main underlying idea is simple. If the orders execute much more often on one
side of the market than the other (compared to the marker makers’ expectations), then bid and ask can
move dramatically. The order flow is toxic.
These models can be interpreted as looking at herding on a micro-scale. It could therefore be
possible to carry out related analyses on a macro-scale. Most recently the model (which does not capture
today’s limit order book markets for stocks) has been modified for a world with high-frequency trading
( Easley et al. 2012) and also been applied to the 2010 flash crash ( Easley et al. 2011). On the most
extreme end of toxicity, one might place rare events (Nassim Taleb’s famous black swan). Methods from
extreme value theory, such as those highlighted by Singh et al. (2013) in connection with modelling
the market events around the 2008 financial crisis, remain unexplored for their potential in modelling
sudden shifts in capital allocations. Using these types of models to combine herding and risk premia
on capital flows might be a challenging but interesting and fruitful future research problem.
Herding in agent-based models. Agent-based modelling forms a class of approaches that explicitly
aim to study herding and market overreaction. There is a wide variety of theoretical approaches
( Hens and Schenk-Hoppé 2009) as well as computational methods ( Tesfatsion and Judd 2006) for
these models. The models that seem to have the greatest potential for combining herding and risk
premia are those dealing explicitly with expectations dynamics (for their potential to generate booms
and busts) and those using sluggish adjustment of prices (for their potential to generate fat tails and
volatility clustering).
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Hommes (2013) and Hommes and Wagener (2009) presented many agent-based models in
which the price of a risky asset is driven by expectations. In a model with one risky and one risk-free
asset, economic agents with mean-variance utility and heterogeneous expectations about future price
movements interact. The market price is determined in each period by finding a price that gives zero
aggregate excess demand. The price of the risky asset is given by
1
pt =
1+r

"

H

∑ nht Eht ( pt+1 + dt+1 ) − aσ2 zs

#

h =1

where r is the risk-free rate, there are H different types economic agents, each type has individual
expectations Eht ( pt+1 + dt+1 ) over the next period price pt+1 and the expected dividend dt+1 .
The parameter a is a common risk aversion against variance, σ2 is the volatility of the risky asset and
zs is the exogenous total supply (shares issued).
Herding in the model coincides with sudden shifts in expectations. It is a demanding task to
make this type of model work empirically. First, one has to devise a more parsimonious specification
of expectations. Second, if herding were partly predictable, one could use futures and option prices
to extract expectations. In general, it is unclear at present which data would be useful in deriving
these expectations.
There has been progress along these lines in simpler models (e.g., by Lux (2009) and
Chiarella et al. (2009)). These models are based on sluggish adjustment of prices. Consider for instance
the simple dynamics of gradual price adjustment and expectations in ( Lux 2009, Equations (3.10)–(3.13)).
In this continuous-time model (simplified here), the price of an asset adjusts as
p0t = λ( Pf − pt + π )
where λ measures the speed at which the price reacts to changes in demand, Pf is the price expected
by fundamental investors, and π are the expectations of trend-following investors. The expectations of
the latter evolve as:
πt0 = c( p0t − π )
where c measures the aggressiveness of trend-followers. Alfarano et al. (2005) calibrated such a type
of model to stock market and commodity indexes. They could fit fat tails of the return distribution
and volatility clustering using a herding mechanism similar to Kirman (1993). To the best of our
knowledge, there has not been any work done in the direction of combining that framework with the
analysis of risk premia.
Financial market models with explicit capital flows. Another class of heterogeneous agent models that
seems to have potential for calibration and the extraction of a herding risk factor was given by Hens
and Schenk-Hoppé (2018). The view put forward there is to model financial markets explicitly in terms
of the investment strategies present in the market and their wealth under management as well as a
flow of capital between these strategies.
The basic model proceeds in two steps: (1) dynamics consisting of portfolio choice, random
payoffs, determination of market prices and realised gains and losses; and (2) a flow of capital based
on difference in realised returns or other characteristics. There are K different dividend-bearing assets,
a risk-free bond (labelled asset number 0, with net interest rate r), and I different investment strategies
with initial capital w0i . The strategies are written in terms of proportions
λit = (λit,0 , ..., λit,K )
Asset prices are endogenous, determined by demand and supply:
I

pt,k = (1 − c) ∑ λit,k wit
i =1

(2)
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where c can be interpreted as a consumption rate. The portfolio at time t is therefore given by
i
θt,k
= (1 − c)λit,k wit /pt,k
i = (1 − c ) λi wi . The random dynamics of wealth is obtained as
and the bond investment is θt,0
t,0 t

wit+1 =

K

i
i
+ (1 + r )θt,0
.
∑ [ pt+1,k + Dt+1,k ]θt,k

(3)

k =1

with Dt+1,k the dividend paid to shareholders. wit+1 comprises the wealth under management of
strategy i after asset payoffs (dividends and interest) are received and capital gains or losses occurred.
Now, reallocation of capital happens. The amounts are subject to a process of withdrawal
and redistribution (typically depended on difference in realised performance). Denoting by πti the
proportion of capital withdrawn from strategy i and by qit the proportion of the total capital available
for reallocation to flow to strategy j, the new distribution of wealth across the strategies is given by:
Wti+1 = (1 − πti )wit+1 + qit

I

∑ πti wit+1

(4)

i =1

All of these equations can be combined in one stochastic non-linear dynamic model as:
h

i−1
Wt+1 = Id − (1 − c)Θt Λt+1 diag(πt ) + qt (1 − πt ) T
×
h

i
Θt Dt+1 + (1 + r )(1 − c)diag(λt,0 ) πt ◦ Wt + qt−1 (1 − πt ) T Wt

(5)

i .
where Θt is the matrix of portfolios at time t with individual entries θt,k
The empirical challenge is to define investment strategies (a “market ecology”) that captures
a major part of the capital in the market. Further, one needs to devise and estimate the functions
governing the flow of capital between different strategies. Strategies could be passive or active, e.g.,
based on Fama–French factors, or use information on the holdings of large institutional investors and
hedge funds. Modelling this risk factor as a flow is novel and the severity of consequences from the
risk is why we provide a framework from which empiricists can make estimates.

4.3. Consequences of Smart-Beta Herding
Potential consequences of herding in smart-beta products are closely related to several other
instances of herding in financial markets. Discussing the practical implications of herding, Olsen (1996)
suggested that it increases the mean of forecast earnings and reduces the variance of its distribution.
As “more optimistic forecasts are usually better for the investment business than less optimistic
forecasts” ( Olsen 1996, p. 38), the reduced variance can be explained by forecasts being shifted towards
other managers’ forecasts. If earnings forecasts are consistently above realised earnings, there will be a
reduction in returns when asset prices inevitably adjust downwards.
Factor strategies being reported as a financial innovation may be a case of Shiller’s (2010)
“irrational exuberance”, a concept especially important from the financial economist’s point of view.
Money flowing into the sector could, incorrectly yet intuitively, be viewed as a signal that it is
economically sound, initiating herd behaviour. The generally positive economic picture of recent
years has likely also fuelled confidence in the strategies, which have been performing well, but under
good circumstances. Theoretical work ( Hens and Schenk-Hoppé (2018)) also finds evidence that,
if value investors are patient, a likely scenario, then not only does the market incur significant price
volatility but also both short- and long-term mispricings can occur. Brightman (2011) stressed that
the 2007 quant meltdown is all but forgotten in light of the 2008 financial crisis. However, that is
at investors’ peril as the quant meltdown uncovered the risks that quantitative strategies entail and
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the role of success and marketing to attract large inflows of capital which eventually carry the seed
to destruction. Smart-beta products are fashionable as never before and investors do not take into
account potential herding into the same strategies, which may become overvalued and near capacity.
Moreover, estimations of capacity are varied and by no means exact.
We can consider two cases: (1) investors all realise that there is an overvaluation and that capacity
is nearing, resulting in a sharp decline in value of these strategies; and (2) capacity is reached, perhaps
at a lower-bound estimate and a crash follows. Asness (2015, p. 5) frankly acknowledges that “on the
risk side it seems clear, and pretending otherwise would hurt not help, that crises or runs on these
strategies are more possible now that they’re well known”.
4.4. Data Snooping
Novy-Marx (2014, p. 137) quipped that “the party of the US president, the weather in Manhattan,
global warming, the El Niño phenomenon, sunspots, and the conjunctions of the planets all have
significant power predicting the performance of popular anomalies”. The lesson here is that,
if the methods used to discover factor relationships are believed, then these, seemingly spurious,
relationships should also be believed. Overfitting was also discussed by Novy-Marx (2015, p. 2),
who simultaneously employed multiple stock-level characteristics to produce high in-sample returns.
His results indicate that, “the sorting variables (i.e., the random signals) have no real power,
but strategies based on combinations of the ‘signals’ perform strongly”. Hence, the performance
of some factor models in backtesting does not indicate any future explanatory power of the models.
Considering data-snooping, Harvey et al. (2015) tested for the significance of 316 factors.
Their analysis suggests that the majority of published factor relationships are significant only by
chance and that, “there are only a handful of true systematic risk factors” ( Harvey et al. 2015,
p. 33). Historically validated factors, such as market, value, low volatility, liquidity and momentum,
are significant, whilst newer factors tend not to be. This yields the critical question of whether the
relationships published are indeed true or exist by chance. Early concern of p-hacking was discussed
in a famous medical article, “Why Most Published Research Findings Are False” by Ioannidis (2005).
The severity of the issue is further documented by fact that the American Statistical Association issued
a statement on p-values ( Wasserstein and Lazar 2016).
Li and West (2017) found that the performance of backtests is far superior to a smart-beta index
once it becomes live. They blamed, at least partially, data snooping as backtests which are insignificant
are far less likely to be published. Another claim is that the lower performance of live indices is due to
backtests ignoring significant transaction costs, both explicit and implicit.
5. Conclusions
Smart-beta investments have enjoyed very positive press and academic backing.
For example, Amenc et al. (2014) wrote that proper use of smart-beta tilts can provide around double
the Sharpe ratio of a standard market-value weighted portfolio. Whilst factor rewards certainly have
theoretical underpinning and statistical evidence to back them up, we write this as a warning to look
further ahead in these investments. We have provided historical examples of herding in financial
markets as well as reasoning why there may be herding into smart-beta products. This paper also
highlights the rapidly expanding factor zoo, where many documented anomalies have little theoretical
underpinning and may be the result of data snooping.
Several modelling approaches, all of them in their infancy with regards to empirical application,
are emphasised. Modelling herding risk is accompanied with many empirical challenges, but is worth
pursuing by those who have so far ignored this risk factor. Due to the severity of its consequences, this
paper argues that the risk of herding into an investment style is one which ought to be considered by
all practitioners in their risk analysis and portfolio modelling.
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